
LNER 6 plank Open Wagon (Wood underframe) : 
These wagons were a numerous pre-nationalisation Company design, built to a GN drawing and some were built 
by the GN in 1921. They would have been seen in all parts of the country, and it is quite likely that a mixed goods 
train would have included one or more of them. Towards the end of their life, they may well have been used for 
Engineers' spoil trains, possibly gaining the green triangle across the top-left corner that indicated "borrowed" 
revenue wagons. Further details: LNER Wagons by Peter Tatlow  (OPC)/ LNER Wagons Vol.4 (NYA).
12mm spoked wheels & bearings are required – these may have been replaced at some time by 3-hole wheels, 
although some wagons even gained open spoke wheels.  
If using sprung 3-link couplings it is easier to fit them to the headstocks before construction. Hornby couplings 
can be fitted using the adaptor blocks. (Bachmann Mini couplings can be fitted if the outer holes are enlarged to  
fit over the pegs). The end stanchions can be filed to the long taper style used on Darlington-built wagons ("Dn" 
on diagram 2). Doncaster (Dr) ones were straight.
ASSEMBLY:
Use the solebars from the body moulding sprues, and the headstocks from the ends of the underframe 
mouldings.  Remove parts from sprues with a sharp knife. Use solvent for assembly e.g. Liquid Poly or Revell 
Contacta Professional – read & follow manufacturers' instructions. 
Cut the 4 small outer pegs off at the ends of the floor at X, and also the stud on the back of the "V" hangers – V 
on diagram. Fit bearings into back of "W" irons. Then  fit 'W' iron units to the back of the solebars. Attach the 
headstocks (side attached to sprue is the top) to the bottom edge of the ends behind the protruding stanchions, 
and fit to ends of floor which rests on top of the headstock. Fit sides flush with the top of the ends. Leave for 
joints to set.
Thread buffer collars onto shanks (about 1/2 way along length) then push into buffer guides on headstocks.  Fit 
solebars to floor, with the back of the "W" unit against the floor studs. Ensure components are square, and add 
the wheels. Cut the wire supplied for the brakegear crossbar to approx. 22mm – so that it will fit between the 
"V" hangers. Before fitting the brakegear, cut the stud off the front (between the pushrods – diagram 1 top 
right) and open out the hole until the wire will go through it; fit the brakegear on one side between the wheels — 
with the side marked O facing inwards). Glue the ends of the wire to the back of the "V" hangers (at V).
Add one brakelever from the body sprue to the "V" hanger/solebar on the side with the brakegear  (Diagram 1 
bottom right) and one from the underframe moulding to the "V" hanger on the other side.
LIVERY: Diagram 2: LNER - Body, solebars, headstocks including buffer guides Grey P66, rest black, with 
white lettering. Tare position on the solebar varied: Darlington (Dn) centre, Doncaster (Dr) right. Diagram 3: 
post 1937  the "N"  & "E" lettering was reduced in size and moved to the bottom LH corner with small NE, 
12T, & number on the 3rd, 2nd and 1st plank respectively. Diagram 4: BR  - Body, solebars, headstocks 
including buffer guides: Grey Precision 126; below solebars: black, with 13T & Number on black panels in 
bottom LH corner, tare on bottom plank RH side.  Wooden parts of the wagon might just be weathered LNER 
grey or unpainted.
Sample LNER Numbers : 66682, 144895, 43326, 145740 (prefixed 'E' by BR)
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